
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Nobody would protest that his rights _____________________.1. (ignore)were being ignored

Still he could not enter into his feelings sufficiently to guess why he
_____________________ to in this way.
2.

(appeal)was being appealed

Then, to his horror, he ____________________ again, for he had believed
that the end of the hide rope was reached.
3.

(lower)
was being lowered

The men were so interested in catching him that they did not observe how
they _________________ far out into the ocean and out of sight of the land.
4.

(lead)
were being led

As her tongue went over and over the place he saw that a figure
___________________.
5.

(form)was being formed

Meanwhile, the spelling match _____________________.6. (arrange)was being arranged

I mean particularly that the head is not so likely to get out of its place as it
would be if the body had been more bent while the address
_________________.

7.

(make)was being made

Ten years since important steps ___________________ for the material
benefit of the labouring class.
8.

(take)
were being taken

We ____________________ in that direction, and if I could only reach the
handle I had resolved what to do.
9.

(drive)
were being driven

But at first he did not look at it; he looked round the room instead, as
though he felt that he ____________________, as though somebody were
hiding.

10.

(watch)
was being watched

It was later, when tea ___________________, that the small boy himself
peered in on them.
11.

(serve)
was being served

After receiving instructions, we reached our lodging just as the bar
___________________ at midnight.
12.

(close)was being closed
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All went at a sort of trot, so that the cargo __________________ rapidly
indeed.
13.

(move)
was being moved

Swiftly it gathered speed till it seemed as though my protesting body
___________________ through a wall of air grown suddenly solid.
14.

(force)was being forced

She still had a feeling that she ____________________, but she
confessed that such drowning was very pleasant.
15.

(drown)
was being drowned

Two armies lay one on either hand, a third ______________________ to
defend London.
16.

(collect)
was being collected

It seemed to him that he __________________ upon.17. (spy)was being spied

She had an idea that she ______________________, but Bernadine,
without the least appearance of hurry, gave her no opportunity for any further
suggestions.

18.

(dismiss)

was being dismissed

George kept close watch with his compass to see that the correct
direction _____________________.
19.

(follow)was being followed

Blows _______________________, cries and curses were ringing
through the room.
20.

(exchange)
were being exchanged
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